**BIO-SEA WILL PROVIDE LOUIS DREYFUS ARMATEURS ONCE AGAIN**

Louis Dreyfus Armateurs has trusted BIO-SEA system once again!

The **BIO-SEA** company won a new BWT retrofit project ordered by Louis Dreyfus Armateurs (LDA).

**BIO-SEA** will therefore provide the **LDA** Group with a **BIO-SEA 200 FX system** (IMO & USCG AMS) in modular version, intended to the cable laying ship **ILE DE SEIN** managed for the **Alcatel Lucent Submarine networks fleet**.

**LDA** has trusted **BIO-SEA system** once again to equip one of its technical vessels, thanks to **BIO-SEA** systems efficiency, to its simplicity of integration, but also for its **USCG (AMS) compliance** in preparation for their next missions in the United States.

**BIO-SEA by BIO-UV**, with more than 15 years of experience in the UV water treatment (drinking water, waste water, industrial processes), masters perfectly the design of UV reactors to ensure to the requested performance according to the technical environment (sea water, wastewater treatment plant…).

We conceive and produce the UV systems directly in our premises in France, ISO 9001:2000 certified since 2010.